ATAM PRAKASH BHAI JI - TOLI
VISIT TO MONTEGO BAY, JAMAICA
30th May – 1st June, 2018

Atam Prakash Bhai Ji from Madhuban was on the Caribbean tour for the spiritual service. He was in Jamaica for 5 days and had
important programs organized in Kingston, Ocho Rios and Montego Bay including the BK classes, Meditation and also some
personal and VIP meetings.

Wednesday, 30th May
As soon as Bhai ji reached Montego Bay Centre he took the best opportunity to have a nice visit and took a round to spread his
divine drishti on Baba’s home and garden in Montego Bay. Then Bhai ji rested well in Baba’s remembrances as the after effect of
having a relaxd water theraphy in the ‘Dunns River Fall’ in Ocho Rios. His divinity was a blessing to the Centre.

Thursday, 31st May
Next day was Thursday-Satguruvaar, Bhai ji offered bhog to Baba with the BK students followed by the best sustained class on
knowledge and Yagya history stories. The spiritual vibrations spread all over and made the atmosphere powerful.

In the evening, we had a public program in Club House at Country Club in Mango Walk. Approximately 20 brothers and sisters were
present who enjoyed the mini spiritual concert with the same Music group Mr. Roger Williams of ‘Rajah With The World Band’. This
time there were two different friends participated with love for Baba. The Music, Singing and dancing was amazing to get engrossed
in Baba’s love. The singer group dedicated the song ‘Keep The Faith’ written and sung by Bro. Roger was much enjoyed.

Atam Prakash Bhai ji enjoyed the gathering very well and emphasised on daily meditation at least for 15 – 20 minutes. He explained
how to do meditation and also how to maintain the continuation of meditation on a daily bases. Everything that Bhai ji mentioned
was accepted with much interest and love to follow. Also shared about the soul consciousness and body consciousness that in order
to have successful connection with the One Father we have to change the dress and the address of consciousness and remember
The Supreme Father the Supreme Soul alone. Ultimately we had very informative talk by Bhai ji.

Toli and blessing cards were distributed personally by Bhai ji to everyone. The evening became a memorial with Atam Prakash Bhaiji.

Friday, 1st June
Before leaving Jamaica for the further journey, Bhai ji conducted the powerful class and gave clarity about how to give the donation
of meditation to the self, others and the world which was the important information that everyone has got. It was multi-benefiting
special class like a cherry on the cake. He also gave Madhuban toli to all brothers and sisters.

All the brothers and sisters went at the gate to see off Bhai ji with the one thought in every heart ‘Go soon come soon’
Thanks to Baba for everything.

